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monetary reform program was passed by Congress, and
the need for the emergency scrip ended.

The final notation in the Clearing House records con-
cerning the scrip was to the effect that a few sets would
be cancelled for souvenir purposes while the remainder
would be destroyed.

As a result of this farsighted decision, a few examples
of this unissued but historically interesting scrip have
been handed down through the families of bank execu-
tives to the present.
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That Ever-Changing $1.00 Federal Reserve Note
By Hirsh N. Schwartz

S INCE the $1.00 Federal Reserve Note came into
existence in 1963, replacing the $1.00 Silver Certif-

icate, there have been printed seven different series of
notes with different combinations of signatures. Now
with a new Secretary of the Treasury, George Shultz,
replacing John B. Connally, there will be eight series.

These changes have made paper money collecting
stimulating and interesting and have helped considerably
to drive some bank tellers crazy. Some of the early
Federal. Reserve one dollar notes are today selling for
as high as fifty dollars.

If you started collecting in 1963 and have kept up
with your hobby, you already have $241.00 face value
in notes on hand, assuming you collected all the notes
with their various suffixes and the star notes. This is
not considering the series that will be issued with the
new Secretary Shultz and is assuming that the 1969C
series will be issued by all Districts and that star notes
will also be issued from all the Districts. It is very likely
that, since the 1969C series was a continuation of the
1969B series, the 1969C series will probably have another
12 notes added to whatever suffix in which they first
appeared. So we can see this is getting to be quite a
costly collection. The Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing announced that the Shultz-Banuelos notes are already
off the press but that banks would not receive them before
September.

Of course, you don't have to collect all the suffixes from
a District; you might be satisfied collecting only one
suffix for each series and the star notes for each series,
or if you desire, only one of each series from each Dis-
trict. Still cheaper, of course, is collecting one note with
each signature change from only one District; this would
total only eight notes.

If you want a signature note for each series from the
same District, it might be observed that this can be ac-
complished only from five Districts, since the 1963B
( Barr series) was only printed in District B, E, G, J and
I. NewYork, Richmond, Chicago, Kansas City and
San Francisco, respectively. Star signature notes would
be further limited to only four Districts, as there were

no stars printed in the J (Kansas City) District in the
1963B series.

I have heard the comment rather often that the signa-
ture of Dorothy Andrews Elston and Dorothy Andrews
Kabis seemed so much alike. They should be, since they
were one and the same person. In September 1970, Mrs.
Elston was married to Walter L. Kabis. Her signature
was changed to "Dorothy Andrews Kabis" on the 1969A
series of Federal Reserve Notes. This is the first time in
history that the same person's signature changed while
in office. Mrs. Kabis died suddenly on July 3, 1971.

It is interesting to note that although we have had
eight different series and combinations of names yet we
have had only four different Treasurers and six different
Secretaries of the Treasury.

I hope this resume on the so-called facts about the
$1.00 Federal Reserve Note will be of value to our new
collectors and not too boring to the so-called "old pros."

Also, while a series generally starts with the suffix A
number "00000001," we have these exceptions in various
Districts with reference to the 1963B, 1969A and 1969C
series:

The 1963B series did not start with the A suffix in
the following districts: it started in New York with G
suffix; Richmond F suffix: Chicago H suffix; Kansas City
C suffix: and San Francisco with F suffix.

The 1969A series had New York starting with C suf-
fix; Cleveland B; Richmond C; Atlanta B; Chicago D;
Dallas B and San Francisco C.

From all indications the 1969C series will have the
New York District starting with D; Philadelphia B;
Richmond B: Atlanta B: Chicago C; Dallas B and San
Francisco C.

At the present writing, July 24, 1972, it appears that
star notes are having a hard time keeping up with the
regular series. At this time, as far as I know, there are
no series 1969A District I star or J star notes, series
1969B District I star notes. and no 1969C star notes from
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Note Co., Series 1. 201 x 114 mm. VF Handsome
and rare note 	  105.00
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any District; the 1969D series is about to make its ap-
pearance in September. I have heard that the 1969A
and 1969B stars are out for all Districts but as far as
I am concerned, it is a rumor only.

I mention this about the A series because often I am
asked to send a collector a 1969A "KA" note or a "K"

NICARAGUA 50 Centavos, 20 Mar. 1912. Woman's
portrait in oval frame left. Black. Serial #192509,
ABNC. 122 x 67 mm. Near VF 	  8.00

star note and there are none for this series. History has
proven that there are more $1.00 notes used and there-
fore more suffixes of the $1.00 note issued in the Chicago
and New York Districts than in any other Districts.

The following table shows the names of the Treasurer
and Secretary, their length of office, the series, and the
number of regular and star notes issued:

Treasurers Secretary Term of Office Series

No.
Notes Issued
Plain	 Star

Kathryn O'Hay Granahan C. Douglas Dillon 1- 3-63— 3-31-65 1963 22 12
Kathryn O'Hay Granahan Henry H. Fowler 4- 1-65-10-13-66 1963A 57 12
Kathryn O'Hay Granahan Joseph W. Barr 1- 1-69— 1-20-69 1963B 9 4
Dorothy Andrews Elston David M. Kennedy 5- 8-69— 9-17-70* 1969 24 12
Dorothy Andrews Kabis David M. Kennedy 9-17-70— 2-30-71* 1969A 20 11
Dorothy Andrews Kabis John B. Connally 2-30-71— 7- 3-71* 1969B 22 12
Romana Acosta Banuelos John B. Connally 7- 3-71— 5-15-72* 1969C
Romana Acosta Banuelos George P. Shultz 1969D

Exact dates have not been authenticated.

It is interesting to observe that no combination of
Treasurer and Secretary of the Treasury has been in
office for longer than two years, two months, and 28
days—the Granahan and Barr combination was in effect
for 19 days. However, the notes with their signatures

were issued for a much longer period of time, and there
were over 382 million plain notes and over 12 million
star notes of the Granahan-Barr printed despite Barr's
short term in office.

WANTED
OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY

(Bank Notes, Script, Warrants, Drafts)

of the AMERICAN WEST

Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Colorado; Dakota, Deseret, Indian.
Jefferson Territories!

Cash paid, or fine Obsolete Paper traded.
Have Proof notes from most states, individual rarities, seldom seen denominationals, Kirtlands, topical_; Colonial, Continental;
CSA, Southern States notes and bonds. Also have duplicate Western rarities for advantageous trade.
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